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Background and Objective: Microcirculation plays a
critical role in physiologic processes and several disease
states. Laser speckle imaging (LSI) is a full‐field, real‐time
imaging technique capable of mapping microvessel networks
and providing relative flow velocity within the vessels. In this
study, we demonstrate that LSI combine with multispectral
reflectance imaging (MSRI), which allows for distinction
between veins and arteries in the vascular flow maps
produced by LSI. We apply this combined technique to
mouse cerebral vascular network in vivo, comparing imaging
through the skull, to the dura mater and brain directly
through a craniectomy, and through a transparent cranial
“Window to the Brain” (WttB) implant.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: The WttB
implant used in this study is made of a nanocrystalline
Yttria‐Stabilized‐Zirconia ceramic. MSRI was con-
ducted using white‐light illumination and filtering
the reflected light for 560, 570, 580, 590, 600, and
610 nm. LSI was conducted using an 810 nm contin-
uous wave near‐infrared laser with incident power of
100 mW, and the reflected speckle pattern was cap-
tured by a complementary metal‐oxide‐semiconductor
(CMOS) camera.
Results: Seven vessel branches were analyzed and compar-
ison was made between imaging through the skull, craniect-
omy, and WttB implant. Through the skull, MSRI did not
detect any vessels, and LSI could not image microvessels.
Imaging through the WttB implant, MSRI was able to
identify veins versus arteries, and LSI was able to image
microvessels with only slightly higher signal‐to‐noise ratio
and lower sharpness than imaging the brain through a
craniectomy.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates the ability to
perform MSRI‐LSI across a transparent cranial implant,
to allow for cerebral vascular networks to be mapped,
including microvessels. These images contain additional
information such as vein‐artery separation and relative
blood flow velocities, information which is of value
scientifically and medically. The WttB implant provides
substantial improvements over imaging through the
murine cranial bone, where microvessels are not visible
and MSRI cannot be performed. Lasers Surg. Med.
© 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Microcirculation, usually defined as small arteries
(<150 μm in diameter), arterioles, capillaries, and venules
[1,2], plays a critical role in the physiological processes of
tissue oxygenation and nutrient exchange within the
brain [3,4]. In recent years, the recognition that micro-
circulation is also involved in a number of pathophysio-
logic processes has further increased interest in its study
[3]. Microcirculation can be measured in several ways,
including (but not limited to) morphological imaging
methods to measure vessel density, perfusion rate, vessel
diameter, and dynamic measurements of microcirculatory
blood flow velocity and blood cell concentration [3], as well
as functional imaging methods to provide information on
blood oxygenation, changes in metabolism, regional
chemical composition, and so on [5].
Various imaging modalities have been developed, which
are capable of measuring blood flow. Although they have
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resulted in a number of discoveries, there are notable
drawbacks which should be considered in developing a
scalable and real‐time method for routine long‐term brain
microcirculation monitoring. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and blood‐oxygenation‐level‐dependent MRI [6,7] are
very expensive and large imaging tools [8]. Dynamic contrast
enhanced computed tomography (CT) and micro‐CT [9,10]
have a lower resolution than MRI and rely on ionizing
radiation making it infeasible for monitoring [8]. Digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) is an invasive and time‐
consuming method [11,12]. Indocyanine green video angio-
graphy requires injection of dyes and cannot provide
continuous assessment of vessel perfusion [13,14]. Optical
coherence tomography (OCT) [15], photoacoustic imaging
(PAM) [16], and fluorescence microscopy approaches like
confocal microscopy or the two‐photon variant [17] are based
on laser scanning limiting the temporal resolution and field of
view [18], although recent technical improvements in OCT
and PAM have been reported, which provide sufficient
temporal resolution for epileptic seizure monitoring [19–21].
Ultrasound (US) and micro‐US [22] imaging depth is larger
than light‐based approaches, however, the resolution is
poorer [23]. Fast full‐field laser Doppler perfusion imaging
(ffLDPI) [17] cannot simultaneously provide microvascular
structural and functional information because of lacking
adequate spatiotemporal resolution [24].
Laser speckle imaging (LSI), on the other hand, is a full‐
field, real‐time, noninvasive, and non‐contact imaging meth-
od with is sensitive to both the speed and morphological
changes of the scattering particles, and is capable of mapping
relative velocity in flow fields such as capillary blood flow
[17]. LSI produces blood flow maps in a fraction of a second
without the need for scanning, by utilizing the spatial
statistics of time‐integrated speckle, making it a true real‐
time technique [17]. Like LSI, ffLDPI can provide full field
information in a short time and may be regarded as its main
competing technique, but LSI has the advantage of being
relatively simple and cheap since it does not require a high‐
speed imaging array, and can also be coupled with other
imaging modalities [17].
In addition to information on vessel geometry and flow
characteristics, distinction between arteries and veins is of
great clinical importance. The ability to independently render
veins and arteries on blood perfusion maps has a variety of
potential applications in the head, neck, lungs, heart,
abdomen, and lower extremities, and most critically in the
cerebrovascular system including brain arteriovenous mal-
formation and dural arteriovenous fistulas [25], cerebral
hemorrhage, stroke, and aneurysm [26].
Multispectral reflectance imaging (MSRI) is a simple and
low‐cost method capable of distinguishing between veins and
arteries based on differences in the optical absorption of
oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. This method has been
developed in visible and near‐infrared (NIR) wavelength
range [27–34]. This method involves a white light source,
optical filters, and a camera, and can easily be coupled with
LSI [26,31,35]. Indeed, a single instrument combining laser
speckle flowmetry and MSRI has been demonstrated in a
rodent thinned skull model [28] for simultaneous relative
cerebral blood flow and hemoglobin oxygen saturation
changes during ischemia [31,36,37] and functional activation
[38]. A thinned skull preparation was necessary due to the
high scattering and absorption of the skull in the visible and
NIR range, which limits the accessibility of MSRI wave-
lengths for detecting hemoglobin oxygenation information
[39,40]. When MSRI has been applied through the intact
skull, only skull regions and not individual microvessels are
visible [40,41]. Likewise, in our own prior studies we have
found that imaging through intact skull with LSI limits the
size of vessels that can be detected, and precludes imaging of
the microcirculation [42,43]. Moreover, the absorption and
reflectance features of the inhomogeneous cranial bone
overlap with those of brain tissue, and the skull also has its
own vessels. Together, these factors decrease the accuracy
and reliability of the data.
Studies in the literature have addressed this optical barrier
with various approaches including imaging the brain directly
with an opened skull [35], thinned, and polished skull
preparations [44,45], temporary optical clearing of the skull
using optical clearing agents [46–48], and implanting glass or
poly‐di‐methyl‐siloxane (PDMS) windows [49,50]. Glass and
PDMS windows are powerful research techniques, but are
not appropriate for human application as permanent cranial
implants for patients. Like skull thinning and polishing
techniques, glass‐based windows compromise protection for
the brain due to the extremely low fracture toughness of
typical glasses (KIC= 0.7–0.9MPam1/2) [51], which increases
the potential for catastrophic failure by fracture, while the
effect of skull optical clearing agents for long‐term use on
human skull is unknown [42]. A number of biomedical
considerations including biocompatibility, mechanical
strength, and ageing should be examined in order to create
an optical window for eventual clinical application [42].
Conventional cranial prosthesis including titanium, alumina,
and acrylic [52] have not provided the requisite combination
of transparency and toughness required for clinically‐viable
transparent cranial implants. To address this challenge, our
group has previously introduced a transparent nanocrystal-
line yttria‐stabilized‐zirconia cranial implant material, which
possesses the mechanical strength and biocompatibility that
are prerequisites for a clinically‐viable permanent cranial
implant for patients [41,42,53–56]. We refer to this in the
literature as the “Window to the Brain” (WttB) implant.
Yttria‐stabilized zirconia (YSZ) represents an attractive
alternative, due to its relatively high toughness (KIC
~8MPa m1/2) [57], as well as its proven biocompatibility in
dental and orthopedic applications [58]. Additional benefits of
this material over imaging through skull include its stable
optical behavior and lack of optical absorption by water (Fig.
1c). We envision this implant as a potential future optical
access to the brain allowing for real‐time monitoring of
arteriovenous cerebral blood flow (Fig. 1).
In this present study, we performed cerebral arteriovenous
microcirculation imaging by combining MSRI and LSI
techniques. This method was applied in a mouse model, first
through the closed skull, then to the dura mater and brain
directly after a craniectomy was performed to remove a piece
of skull, and finally through the WttB implant after the
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implant was placed within the craniectomy on the dura
mater. The imaging obtained through the WttB implant and
through the skull were compared to the imaging obtained
through the open skull, which served as a reference. The goal
of this study was to assess the improvement in brain imaging
with MSRI‐LSI when captured through the WttB implant
versus imaging through the skull.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Transparent Stabilized‐Zirconia Cranial Implant
Transparent nanocrystalline 8mol% YO1.5 yttria‐stabilized
zirconia (nc‐YSZ) implant sample used in this study was
densified into a transparent bulk ceramic from precursor YSZ
nanopowder (Tosoh USA, Inc., Grove City, OH). The
densification method utilized for this purpose consists of a
current‐activated pressure‐assisted densification procedure
developed by Garay et al. [59] and described extensively. The
thickness of the resulting densified YSZ disc was reduced
from 1mm to ~300 μm by polishing with 30 μm diamond
slurry on an automatic polisher (Pace Technologies, Tucson,
AZ). The sample was then polished with successively finer
diamond and silica slurries ranging from 6 to 0.2μm. A
rectangular section of approximately 2.1× 2.2mm was cut
from the polished YSZ disc using a diamond lapping saw
(WEIYI DTQ‐5, Qingdao, China), followed by sonication in
acetone and thorough rinsing in water. Optical transmittance
spectra for the polished implant is shown in Figure 1c.
Animals
All experimental procedures and humane care of mice
were conducted in compliance with the University of
California, Riverside Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee approval. The N= 1 12‐week‐old C57Bl/6 male
mouse (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) used in this
study was housed under a 12‐hour light and 12‐hour dark
cycle with ad libitum access to food and water.
Surgical Procedures
The mouse was implanted with a WttB implant as
described previously [43]. Briefly, the mouse was anesthe-
tized with isoflurane inhalation (0.2–0.5%), and given
Fig. 1. (a, b) Illustration of the Window to the Brain concept as envisioned for future human
application, to allow for real‐time monitoring of arteriovenous cerebral blood flow. (c) Transmittance
spectra of Window to the Brain implant.
Fig. 2. (a–d) Surgical preparations including shaved scalp (scale bars= 2mm) (a), intact skull
(i.e., condition 1) (b), open skull (i.e., condition 2) (c), and WttB implant (i.e., condition 3) (d). (e)
Schematic of the experimental imaging setup including laser speckle imaging (LSI) and
multispectral reflectance imaging (MSRI). The inset shows a schematic of the imaging fields of
view on murine cranium, with the blue tetragonals representing the imaging field.
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ketamine and xylazine (K/X) (80/10mg/kg, i.p.). Additional
anesthetic was administered as necessary. Hair was removed
from the scalp using clippers (Fig. 2a). The mouse was then
secured into a stereotaxic frame to immobilize the head for
surgery. Ophthalmic ointment was placed over the eyes, and
the surgical site was sterilized with alternating application of
betadine and 70% EtOH (three times). The implant was also
sterilized in 70% EtOH. A sagittal incision was made to the
left of the midline, and the scalp retracted to expose the skull
(Fig. 2b). Periosteum was removed from the skull, and a
craniectomy was performed with a surgical drill and carbide
burr to remove a square section of skull over the right
parietal lobe, with dimensions slightly larger than the
implant (Fig. 2c). The WttB implant was placed within the
craniectomy directly on the intact dura mater, and dental
cement was applied to each of the four corners of the implant
to prevent displacement (Fig. 2d). Dental cement was cured
with UV light exposure for 20 seconds. Imaging was
conducted with the scalp open, before craniectomy with the
skull closed (condition 1), immediately after craniectomy with
the skull open (condition 2), and after the WttB implantation
(condition 3).
MSRI and LSI
MSRI was performed by optically filtering a white‐light
source (MI‐150; Dolan‐Jenner, Boxborough, MA). Optical
bandpass filters mounted on a fast‐change filter wheel
(FW103H; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) were used to isolate
different spectral components and provided a six‐wavelength
(560, 570, 580, 590, 600, and 610nm) multispectral dataset,
as shown in Figure 2e. For LSI, an 810nm continuous wave
NIR laser (DL808‐7W0‐O; CrystaLaser, Reno, NV) was used
to illuminate the region of interest with incident power of
100mWat a 45° incidence.While most LSI studies use visible
wavelengths for illumination, we chose 810nm to reduce
reflectance and increase transmittance through the WttB
implant (see Fig. 1c). The 810nm laser intensity was
homogenized using a diffuser (ED1‐C20‐MD; Thorlabs) and
was expanded using a pair of negative‐positive lenses
(KPC043, −25mm EFL and KPX094, 100mm EFL; New-
port, Irvine, CA). Multispectral incoherent light and diffused
laser light were sequentially shown onto the closed skull (i.e.,
condition 1), onto the dura mater and cortex after craniect-
omy (i.e., condition 2) and through the WttB implant (i.e.,
condition 3). The reflected light from the illuminated region
was captured by a 12‐bit complementary metal‐oxide‐
semiconductor (CMOS) camera (DCC1545M; Thorlabs),
which was focused at the cortical surface using a ×10 zoom
microscope (MLH‐10X, 152.4mm WD; Computar, Torrance,
CA). For each imaging condition, a sequence of six multi-
spectral images and 100 laser speckle images were captured.
Laser speckle images were acquired at exposure times of
6ms (per our previous report on optimized LSI exposure time
[42]) at a speed of 14 frames per second. The aperture and
magnification of the zoom microscope were carefully chosen
to ensure that the speckle size at the image plane was
approximate to the area of a single pixel in the CMOS chip
[60–62]. A schematic of the imaging system is shown in
Figure 2e. In image processing, each camera frame was
registered to one another to ensure appropriate spatial
alignment over the MSRI and LSI images. In MSRI,
normalizing each individual wavelength to its corresponding
white reference (WS‐1; Ocean Optics, Oxford, UK) image
compensated for variations in the illumination. The white
reference images were captured through the WttB implant in
condition 3.
Vein‐Artery Separation Using MSRI
The MSRI approach relies on the distinctive absorption
spectra of oxy‐ and deoxyhemoglobin (HbO2 and HbR). The
hemoglobin in blood is the most significant absorber in the
brain at visible and NIR wavelengths. HbR and HbO2 have
different absorption spectra, and thus based on the Beer‐
Lambert law [63], measurements with different wave-
lengths of light can produce images that are preferentially
sensitive to difference in the concentration of HbO2 and
HbR. At isobestic points, the HbR and HbO2 optical
extinction coefficient are similar (568 and 587 nm). At 560,
600, and 610 nm, areas with higher level of deoxy‐
hemoglobin C (e.g., the veins) leads to more optical
extinction and thus makes the corresponding area darker
(i.e., lower intensity values in the images), and therefore we
can provide artery‐vein separation. In this case, we assume
that scattering in the brain does not change significantly
during the experiment. To separate the vein and arteries in
MSRI images, the vasculature branches were detected and
mapped manually for seven branches in regular white‐light
images (Fig. 3a). Each vasculature branch was labeled by a
number. To obtain the mean intensity of a branch, 10
samples of intensity (4× 4 pixels) were extracted and
averaged from each branch and called vessel branch
intensity. The sample intensities of each branch were evenly
distributed along the midline of the main vessel of the
branch (Fig. 3a). The samples locations were kept constant
for each vasculature branch over the multispectral images.
Then, normalized extinction was obtained over the wave-
lengths by calculating the difference in intensities of the
white reference and the vessel branch, normalized by white











where λIn, is vessel branch number n, intensity at λ
wavelength, and λIR, is the mean value of the white
reference intensity at λ wavelength.
Rebuilding Arteriovenous Cerebral Blood
Flowmetry Map Based on MSRI‐LSI
Step 1: Constructing a blood flow map using laser
speckle temporal contrast analysis (LSTCA)
The contrast‐resolved LSI images were constructed in the
same manner as our prior study [42], based on the temporal
statistical analysis of laser speckle, which has been proven
to preserve spatial resolution [61]. Experimental results
have indicated that the temporal speckle contrast analysis
could expressively suppress the effect of the static laser
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speckle pattern formed by the stationary superficial reflec-
tion and scattering tissue on the visualization of blood flow
[60–62,64,65]. Suppressing this effect makes temporal
contrast analysis an ideal method for imaging cerebral
blood flow through mouse skull and the transparent WttB
implant. The temporal contrast, Kt, of each image pixel in
































where Ix,y(n) is the intensity at pixel (x,y) in the nth
image, N is the number of images acquired, and 〈Ix,y〉 is
the mean value of intensity at pixel (x,y) over the N
images.
Step 2: Arteriovenous vasculature network
The vasculature network was extracted from the LSI
image according to the difference in flow velocity between the
vasculature and tissue. A Hessian‐based filtering algorithm
was then used to enhance contrast and connectivity in the
image of the vasculature [66–68]. In this step, vessels are
detected using the eigenvalues of the image [67], and
detection is sensitive to vessels in any orientation. Vessel
detection was performed over multiple vessel scales (from ~20
to 400 µm in diameter), and the maximum filter response for
each pixel was used. The resulting image was thresholded to
produce a binary mask of the vasculature. The arteriovenous
information obtained by MSRI was then registered on the
vasculature network obtained by LSI, and veins and arteries
were labeled on the vasculature network LSI images.
Step 3: Weighting the arteriovenous vasculature net-
work by the blood flow map
Finally, the resulted arteriovenous vasculature network
was weighted by the calculated LSTCA relative blood flow
information.
Quantitative Analysis of the LSI Resolution and
Contrast
We assessed the quality of the speckle contrast images
in terms of signal to noise ratio (SNR) and vessel
sharpness. To quantify signal to noise ratio for each
imaging condition, the contrast intensity profile along a
vertical line (across the blood vessels) was considered
(Fig. 3b). The profile lines were chosen based on the open‐
skull images such that four vessels were intersected. The
same spatial location (i.e., same vessels) were analyzed in
the through‐skull and through‐implant conditions as well.
When imaging through skull, one of the four vessels was
Fig. 3. (a) Vessels branches of 1–7 indicated by different colors on a regular white‐light image of
the brain image through the open skull (condition 2). The inset shows an example of evenly
distributed intensity samples along the midline of the main vessel of the branch 4, which were
used to calculate the vessel branch intensity. (b) Regular white‐light images and laser speckle
imaging (LSI) images (scale bars= 1mm). (c) Contrast intensity profiles of lines across the
images (shown as a dashed line in panel (a). The inset in (c) shows how LSI noise parameters, |
ΔK| and fall distances are determined from the line profiles.
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not visible and was omitted from the analysis of that
condition. Figure 3c shows an example of the contrast
intensity profile for the brain with open skull, through‐
skull, and through‐implant. Equation (3) shows how SNR
values were calculated for each exposure time and time
point,
σ= Δ /K KSNR n (3)
where ΔK is the depth of the vessel peak from the baseline
(mean noise) and σKn is the standard deviation of the
noise. A visual example of ΔK and σKn are shown in
Figure (3). The SNR values were averaged over the profile
vessels and standard errors were calculated. Sensitivity,
which is considered as the ratio of the mean SNR to the








As an indicator of resolution, we compared the
sharpness of the vessel edges in images by calculating
the fall distance (the number of pixels) of the edge of
the vessel to go from 10% to 90% of ΔK value [69]. A
shorter fall distance corresponds to greater sharpness.
The same sampled contrast intensity profiles were
considered for the fall distance calculation. Figure 3c
shows an example trace and 10–90% fall distance
measurement. To compare the blood vessel images
through‐skull and through‐implant, the fall distances
were determined and averaged over the profile vessels
and the standard errors were calculated.
RESULTS
MSRI Images of the Brain: Comparison of
Through‐Skull and Through‐Implant Images
The mapped vasculature branches and vein‐artery sepa-
rated network from open‐skull imaging (i.e., condition 2) are
shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively. Figure 4d shows the
spectral behavior of the branches. The dashed line in Figure
4d shows the mean optical extinction of all seven branches.
Overall, optical extinction is relatively high for wavelengths
of 560–580nm. A drastic decrease in optical extinction
happens at wavelengths of 590, 600, and 610nm. Notably,
the vessel branches 1 and 4 show a different trend compared
to branches 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7. These two groups were labeled in
red and blue and the mean (solid lines) and standard
deviation (colored shadow) of each group were separately
calculated and shown. The blue group including branches 1
and 4 resulted in higher optical extinction at 560nm. At
wavelengths of 570 and 580nm, red group showed the
extremum values. Optical extinction values of red group have
a higher decrease than the blue group at 590nm and show
lower optical extinction values at wavelengths of 590, 600,
and 610nm than the blue group. Comparing the relation
between red and blue groups to the reported configuration of
oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin chromophores, optical
extinction coefficients in the wavelength range of 560–610nm
[70] illustrates the existence of a higher concentration of
oxyhemoglobin and relatively lower concentration of deox-
yhemoglobin in the red group (vessel branches 2, 3, 5, 6, and
7) than the blue group (vessel branches 1 and 4).
A regular white‐light image of the closed mouse skull
(i.e., condition 1) is shown in Figure 5a. The MSRI images
captured through the cranial bone of the mouse do not
show the vasculature network. Consequently, we were not
Fig. 4. Cerebral arteries‐veins separation using multispectral reflectance imaging (MSRI), in
open skull imaging (i.e., condition 2). (a) Labeling the vasculature branches on a regular white‐
light image. The images were converted to gray color map to make the colored vasculature
branches clear. (b) The separated veins (blue) and arteries (red) (scale bars= 1mm). (c) Optical
images of the brain illuminated by various wavelengths. (d) Relative optical absorption values
plotted for each branch.
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able to identify the vessels branches and their intensities
over the multispectral images in Figure 5b.
Figure 6a shows mapped vasculature branches on a
regular white‐light image through the WttB implant (i.e.,
condition 3). Multispectral images as shown in Figure 6c
resulted in a notable lower contrast compared with the
references images (Fig. 4c). The spectral behavior of the
branches is plotted in Figure 6d. The dashed line
indicating the overall mean optical extinction for all
seven branches shows a general decrease in the relative
optical extinction compared with imaging the brain
directly (Fig. 4c), which is due to the reflected light from
the WttB implant surface overcoming the vessels optical
extinction. Similar to the direct brain images (imaging
condition 2), the mean optical extinction (dashed line) is
relatively high for wavelengths of 560–580 nm, followed
by a decrease at wavelengths of 590, 600, and 610 nm.
Although there is a lower deviation between the optical
extinction values, the separate trend of the vessel
branches 1 and 4 compared with branches 2, 3, 5, 6, and
7 is still noticeable. Accordingly, these two groups were
labeled in red and blue and the mean and standard
deviation of each group were separately calculated and
shown in Figure 6d. The analysis of the images obtained
through WttB implant (imaging condition 3), shows a
similar conclusion to the reference data (imaging condi-
tion 2). Although the relative optical extinction values
have a notably higher deviation (which affects the
Fig. 5. The multispectral reflectance imaging (MSRI) through closed skull (i.e., condition 1). (a)
Regular white‐light image of the skull. The image was converted to gray color map to increase
contrast. (b) Optical images of the mouse skull illuminated by various wavelengths. As seen, the
vasculature map is not evident when imaged through skull (scale bars= 1mm).
Fig. 6. Cerebral arteries‐veins separation using multispectral reflectance imaging (MSRI)
through the Window to the Brain (WttB) implant (imaging condition 3). (a) Labeling the
vasculature branches on a regular white‐light image of the implantation region (condition 3). (b)
The separated veins (blue) and arteries (red). (c) Optical images of the brain illuminated by
various wavelengths. (d) Normalized mean intensity values plotted for each branch.
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accuracy of the analysis) compared with imaging the
brain directly, the vein‐artery separation is indeed doable
through the WttB implant.
Comparison of the Improved LSI Image Quality:
Through‐Implant Versus Through‐Skull
Figure 3b shows regular white‐light images and LSI
temporal contrast images of brain, through‐skull, and
through‐implant. It should also be noted that after the
surgery, blood flow is expected to be altered in response to the
invasive craniectomy surgery (e.g., due to potential reactive
hyperemia [71] (increased blood flow), changes in respiration,
etc.). We previously reported the optimal exposure time for
LSI imaging at each time point, so that we could compare the
images of highest SNR that could be acquired of the brain,
through‐skull, and through‐implant.
Line intensity profiles like the example shown in Figure 3c
were analyzed for the brain, through‐skull, and through‐
implant contrast images. To avoid selection bias, the location
of these line profiles were chosen arbitrarily at the region of
interest (ROI) mid‐points, as depicted in the regular white‐
light image in Figure 3b. From these intensity profiles, peak
intensity and noise were determined (as described in the
Methods section and illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3c), and
SNR ratio was calculated. Data for each imaging condition
was averaged between the vessels and the mean SNR for
each imaging condition is shown in Figure 7a. As expected,
the brain contrast image shows the highest SNR (imaging
condition 2). The through‐implant contrast image (imaging
condition 3) resulted in the higher SNR compared with the
through‐skull contrast image (imaging condition 1) by
17.59% (relatively).
Sensitivity was calculated and resulted in 96.82% for the
through‐implant image (imaging condition 3) and 86.1% for
the through‐skull image (imaging condition 1). Then, we
compared the sharpness (i.e., fall distance) of the vessels in
the images to determine if the images were becoming
blurred and losing resolution through the WttB implant.
The mean fall distance for each imaging condition is shown
in Figure 7b. The through‐implant contrast image (imaging
condition 3) provided 5.7 µm lower fall distance (higher
sharpness) when compared with the through‐skull contrast
image (imaging condition 1).
Assessing Arteriovenous Blood Flow
Through‐Implant
Figure 8 demonstrates the process of arteriovenous
cerebral microcirculation image generation and the
images obtained through each step. First, an LSI image
is acquired, which contains information on vessel struc-
tures and relative flow velocities. The LSI image is also
thresholded to provide a contrasted vessel map as a
reference vasculature network (step 1). Next, MSRI
imaging allows for separating cerebral veins and arteries
based on optical extinction spectra over the wavelengths
560–610 nm, and this arteriovenous information is over-
laid on the vasculature network LSI image (step 2).
Finally, the arteriovenous vasculature network image is
weighted by the relative blood flow velocities obtained
during the initial LSI imaging in step 1 (step 3).
DISCUSSION
The WttB holds the transformative potential for
facilitating diagnosis and treatment of a wide variety of
brain pathologies and neurological disorders. We envision
this implant enabling delivery to and/or acquisition of
light from the brain, in real‐time, without the need for
repeated highly‐invasive craniotomies. Such access may
also create a new platform for understanding the brain.
In this study we assessed feasibility of MSRI‐LSI
imaging of the brain microcirculation through the WttB
implant.
Other studies have investigated various methods of
vein‐artery separation, including velocity‐based [72,73],
optical attenuation‐based methods other than MSRI
[26], and structural‐based separation [74]. Besides the
Fig. 7. (a) Mean signal to noise ratio (SNR) of contrast intensity and (b) mean fall distance of
contrast intensity along arbitrary line profiles on the brain, skull, and Window to the Brain
(WttB) implant.
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various proposed methods based on multi‐wavelength
imaging [75–79], like the MSRI approach we used in
this present study, Miao et al. [80] distinguished
arteries and veins by vascular anatomical features
and optical intensity profiles in single‐wavelength laser
speckle contrast imaging (SW‐LSCI) images, but ar-
teries and veins may be misclassified because of similar
absorption to the cerebral cortex. Feng et al. [81]
proposed an automatic vein‐artery separation method
based on imaging the exposed cerebral cortex using
SW‐LSCI, however, the absorption and scattering of
underlying parenchyma would also influence the accu-
racy of the vein‐artery separation. Our method for
accessing the intrinsic information of blood using MSRI
with six wavelengths utilizes more complex instrumen-
tation than many of these other reported methods of
vein‐artery separation [26,74,82]. Our reason for choos-
ing the MSRI method over less complex vein‐artery
separation methods was that MSRI allows for func-
tional imaging, which can be useful in our future
functional brain imaging studies through the WttB
implant. However, limitations exist for extracting
componential information from intrinsic optical signals
(IOSs). Optical properties of blood constituents other
than hemoglobin (Hb), may absorb or scatter light, and
these may alter the optical transmission of blood
vessels, which can affect the measurement of hemoglo-
bin [83].
The analysis of the MSRI images acquired through
the open craniectomy (condition 2) clearly shows the
different spectral behaviors of veins and arteries. For
all vessels imaged, veins showed greater optical
extinction in wavelengths of 560, 590, 600, and
610 nm, while arteries showed greater optical extinc-
tion at wavelengths of 570 and 580 nm. When the brain
was imaged through skull (condition 1), only the main
vessels were barely visible and analysis of MSRI for
the microcirculation was not practical. On the other
hand, the MSRI images obtained through the WttB
implant (condition 3) resulted in a clear map of the
vessels, although some of the microvessels were not
visible. Comparing the vessel branches optical extinc-
tion shows similar results to the reference data
(condition 2). Branches 1 and 4 were detected as vein
with higher optical extinction at 560, 590, 600, 610 nm
and branches 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 resulting in higher
Fig. 8. The steps of constructing an arteriovenous microcirculation image. (a) Laser speckle
imaging (LSI) image obtained by temporal analysis of laser speckle images. The LSI images were
then processed to generate the LSI vessel map, where bright is the vasculature network and dark
is the non‐vascular region (step 1). (b) Arteriovenous information from multispectral reflectance
imaging (MSRI) is registered onto LSI vasculature network obtained using LSI (step 2). (c)
Arteriovenous vascular network is weighted by the blood flow map (LSI image) (step 3).
Bar= 1mm.
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optical extinction at 570 and 580 nm were thus
identified as arteries. This result demonstrates that
WttB implant can allow for reliable vein‐artery
separation imaging. It is worthwhile to mention that
the images captured through the WttB implant have
lower contrast, which limits the accuracy of the
measurements when compared with imaging the brain
directly. Lower average of optical extinction values in
images through the WttB implant (16.98%) compared
with open skull images (22.33%) shows this poorer
contrast. Consequently, this lower contrast resulted in
lower accuracy of the measurement shown by higher
SD of red and blue groups. Averaged SD of red and
blues groups is relatively increased by 33% and 31%,
respectively, compared with open skull images.
Temporal contrast imaging has become a useful tool for
brain blood flow applications as the images it produces
contain functional information (i.e., relative blood velo-
city) in addition to showing structure of the vessel
networks. As we previously reported, exposure time of 6
ms gave the highest SNR for both skull and WttB implant
and was used for comparing SNR and sharpness of vessels
imaged beneath each. Unlike our previous study with
compared two different spatial regions, here the compar-
ison was made between three different imaging condi-
tions. Thus, SNR and sharpness of vessels (fall distance)
are evaluated for an identical target. Accordingly, we were
able to compare the SNR values of through‐implant and
through‐skull images to the reference image (open skull)
to evaluate the sensitivity. This supplementary informa-
tion to our previous study on SNR further demonstrates
that the SNR of through‐implant image is higher than
that of through‐skull imaging. Vessels imaged through
the WttB implant have shorter fall distances, while
vessels imaged through the skull have greater fall
distances, indicating that vessels imaged through the
implant have sharper borders compared to those imaged
through the skull. As the size of vessels and velocity of
blood flow is not expected to differ on average between the
two imaging conditions, the apparent increase in vessel
diameter imaged through the skull versus WttB implant
is likely due to the blurring of the image through the
skull. In general, the light transmission to the brain and
reflection from the brain are lower in the through‐skull
image. Additionally, the skull scattering disorders the
speckle pattern that was created by the brain hemody-
namics. The skull poses these same issues for the MSRI
imaging as well, and because the skull texture is not
homogeneous, image correction or enhancement is very
complex [61]. The reduction in border sharpness of the
vessels imaged through the skull versus WttB implant is
consistent with this explanation, and the blurred nature
of the through‐skull image compared with the through‐
implant image is visually apparent in Figure 3b. It should
also be noted that while the SNR and sharpness of the
through‐implant images are an improvement over the
through‐skull images, the mouse skull is inherently
transparent itself [61], which is not the case in larger
animals or humans.
While vein‐artery separation is possible by MSRI alone,
in this study we combine MSRI with LSI. The combina-
tion with LSI has two major benefits. First, some of the
microvessels are not visible through the WttB implant by
MSRI since the transmitted light could not overcome the
reflected light from the surface of the implant for these
visible wavelengths (560–610 nm), and the microvessels
have low contrast when compared with larger vessels.
Registering the information from the MSRI to the LSI
flow map, which does show the microvessels, helped to
extend the arteriovenous information to the smaller
vessel sizes, which were not visible by MSRI. Second,
LSI imaging contains functional information (relative
blood velocity), so combining these methods produces
vasculature maps, which show relative velocities of flow
within the separated arteries and veins. Figure 8 contains
an example of how this method can produce arteriovenous
vasculature network images weighted by relative blood
flow velocity.
As seen in Figure 3b, much more precise velocity
information, particularly of microvessels, can be detected
through the WttB implant, while the reduced sharpness of
the vessels imaged through skull obscures precise flow
determinations (Figs. 3b and 7). Imaging microvessels
(usually involving small arteries of less than 150 μm in
diameter, arterioles, capillaries, and venules [1,2]) is
important for many applications, as microcirculation
plays a critical role in physiological processes such as
tissue oxygenation and nutritional exchange [3]. Monitor-
ing the spatiotemporal characteristics of microcirculation
is crucial for studying the normal and pathophysiologic
conditions of tissue metabolism. It is also useful for
assessing microcirculatory dysfunction due to disease
conditions such as type 2 diabetes, peripheral vascular
disease, atherosclerotic coronary artery disease, obesity,
heart failure, Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, and hyperten-
sion, among others [84–86]. In addition, quantification of
dynamic blood flow, angiogenesis, and vessel density are
critical for monitoring the progression of wound healing
[87]. Although high‐resolution vascular network mapping
is possible using imaging modalities such as CT, these
approaches require injection of contrast agents and pose
disadvantages such as radiation exposure. Existing
noninvasive methodologies (including LSI through skull)
are inadequate to study blood flow at microvessel
resolution [88]. Windows such as the WttB implant are
thus important tools for research, and in the case of the
WttB implant can become important enablers of clinical
diagnostics and therapy involving cerebral microvessels.
Creating novel windows for brain studies has been
gaining attention recently [50,89–91]. Some of these studies,
involving optical clearing agents (OCAs) applied to the scalp
overlying native skull, have shown limited success due to
optical losses and scattering in the skull [46]. These skin
optical clearing strategies could work in conjunction with
theWttB implant, to allow for imaging of cerebral blood flow
in awake and behaving animals through closed scalp and
implant, for example, to study cerebrovascular hemody-
namic responses and tissue oxygenation to other stimuli.
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Future studies by our group will explore this combined
OCA‐WttB strategy, as well as include additional imaging
modalities that can couple with LSI to provide additive
information, such as OCT and IOS.
There are several limitations to the current study. The
sample sizes used were small (n= 1), and further experi-
ments are needed to confirm the reproducibility of these
findings. While a permanent cranial implant can allow for
less invasive imaging of the brain at later time points, it
requires an initial implantation surgery, which carries
associated risks such as infection.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this study has demonstrated the ability
to perform MSRI‐LSI across a transparent cranial
implant, to allow for cerebral vessel networks to be
mapped, including microvessels. These images contain
additional information such as vein‐artery separation and
relative blood flow velocities, information which is of
value scientifically and medically. The WttB implant
provides substantial improvements over imaging through
the murine cranial bone, where microvessels are not
visible and MSRI cannot be performed.
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